Valmet Slitter Services
Slitter unit repair service for Beloit holders
 ere’s nothing worse than having a
part go bad on your slitter assembly,
taking it out of service. Why worry
about tracking separate parts and
pieces when you can easily replace the
entire assembly?
Benefits
 Optimum slitting results
 Reduced dusting
 Reduced downtime
 Drop-in unit, ready to install
 Full mechanical guarantee,

OEM certified

Simplify slitter performance
Contact Valmet for a Return Goods Authorization
(RGA) number. en simply send your slitter holder to
Valmet and it will be swily repaired and returned to
you as an OEM certi ed unit.
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Individual hub assembly parts
Part Name

Part #

Hub assembly

STSSY04080

a. Hub

STAAY04085

b. Bushing

STAAY04086

c. Retaining ring

VAL0087927

d. Bearing

VAL0087996

e. Clamp nut

STAAY04087

a

c d

Improve customer roll quality
Valmet's Slitter Management services bring slitting
best practices to your winder. Our services and
technology include state-of-the-art blade design and
materials, sharpness techniques and comprehensive
OEM slitter section training.
Use of Slitter Management considerably reduces
maintenance costs of the winder, extending slitter
blade life and blade change intervals, thus improving
slitting performance. More eﬀective winder operation
improves productivity of the entire line. We provide
the training and resources you need to improve
customer roll quality and productivity at your winder.

b d c e
Part #STAAY04080

Hub assembly
e task of maintaining Beloit slitters can be simpli ed
by maintaining the hub assembly and clamp nut parts
as a distinct separate assembly. It creates an easy way
to account for the individual parts and allows quick
installation with the hub assembly and blade in the
slitter unit.
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